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1 HP Serviceguard Toolkit for Integrity Virtual Servers
Overview

HP Serviceguard toolkit for Integrity Virtual Servers (SG IVS Toolkit) is a toolkit that facilitates
seamless integration of HP-UX vPars and HP Integrity Virtual Machines with HP Serviceguard. It
has a set of shell scripts that aids in creating Serviceguard package for VM or vPar (that is VM or
vPar-as-Serviceguard-packages) and helps to start, stop, and monitor VM or vPar on VM or vPar
Hosts. This toolkit enables you to configure a VM or vPar as a package and provide high availability
to the virtual machines configured in HP-UX servers.

NOTE: This document refers to vPars that is created using the product bundle BB068AA.

The SG IVS Toolkit helps in Online VM migration in VM-as-Serviceguard-package and VM as a
Serviceguard node configuration, which minimizes the downtime for planned maintenance activities
on VM Hosts. The toolkit protects VMs or vPars from unplanned VMs or vPars Host hardware or
software failures or failure of the VMs or vPars.
Also, you can configure the VM or vPar guest application monitor to monitor applications on the
VM or vPar guest. It provides startup and failure detection capabilities and also VM or vPar failover
for monitored VM or vPar guest applications using HP Serviceguard.
The SG IVS toolkit for HP-UX 11i v3: Annual Release, March 2012 is available for free download
at http://software.hp.com —> HP-UX 11i Software —> High Availability

Advantages
When VMs or vPars is deployed in a Serviceguard cluster using SG IVS toolkit, it has the following
advantages:
• Provides high availability to VMs or vPars.

• Provides high availability to applications running in the VM or vPar guest, through the VM or
vPar guest application monitoring service.

• Minimizes both planned, and unplanned downtime of VM guests by using Online VM migration
and HP Serviceguard respectively.

• Helps in migrating the workload by using Integrity VM and Serviceguard.

• Provides hardware, and software consolidation to business-critical customers.

Dependencies
You must install the following on the Host:
• HP Integrity Virtual Machines B.04.30 or HP-UX vPars B.06.10

• HP Serviceguard A.11.20

Prerequisites
For the SG IVS toolkit to run on the VM or vPar Host, it requires the following prerequisites:

• Supported version of HP Integrity Virtual Machines or HP-UX vPars software must be installed.

• Supported version of HP Serviceguard must be installed.

Comparing HP Integrity VM Serviceguard toolkit and SG IVS toolkit
NOTE: This section is applicable only for HP Integrity VM B.04.30.
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The SG IVS Toolkit is a new product that inherits the functionality from the HP Integrity VM
Serviceguard toolkit.
This section identifies the differences between HP Integrity VM Serviceguard toolkit and SG IVS
toolkit.

SG IVS ToolkitHP Integrity VM Serviceguard toolkit

It is a new product from HP and must be installed
separately.

It is part of HP Integrity VM bundle of B.04.30 and earlier
versions.

It supports only modular style packaging.It supports the legacy and modular style packaging of VM.

It provides one module of toolkit-with-toolkit specific
attributes.

It does not provide any module (ADF file).

It provides the cmmovevpkg command for Online VM
migration (OVMM).

It provides the hpvmsg_move command for Online VM
migration (OVMM).

It provides the cmdeployvpkg command to manage the
VM package.

It provides the hpvmsg_package command to manage
the VM package.

-L option is deprecated.-L option is used to create legacy packages

-C option is used to perform an online conversion of the
package that is created using HP Integrity VM Serviceguard
toolkit to the package that uses SG IVS toolkit module.

-C option is not available.

The SG IVS toolkit files and the HP Integrity VM Serviceguard toolkit are installed at different
locations and can coexist. They can be individually upgraded without impacting the other. Also,
the packages created using these toolkits, for two different VMs, can coexist and continue to use
their respective files and commands.

IMPORTANT: HP recommends that you do not use the hpvmsg_move and hpvmsg_package
commands with the package created using the SG IVS toolkit. Similarly do not use cmmovevpkg
and cmdeployvpkg commands with package created using the HP Integrity VM toolkit.

NOTE:
• If you use the cmmovevpkg command with the package created using the HP Integrity VM

toolkit, the Online VM migration succeeds, but you must manually re-enable the package on
the target node (that is, the node specified with the -h or -n option). The cmmovevpkg
command displays the following error:
ERROR (cmmovevpkg): Unable to start package <package_name>

• If you use the hpvmsg_move command with the package created using the SG IVS toolkit,
the hpvmsg_move command might fail on execution.

• Both the monitoring scripts, vswitchmon and vswitchmgr, provided by the HP Integrity
VM toolkit and SG IVS toolkit respectively, to manage the vswitch continues to monitor the
vswitch. If there is a LAN switchover, one of the scripts reconfigures the vswitch and the
other script logs the appropriate warning in the /var/adm/syslog/syslog.log. The
script that logs the warning message, accepts the configuration done by the other script.

HP recommends that you convert the package created using the HP Integrity VM toolkit to the
package using the SG IVS toolkit.
For more information on converting the package created using the HP Integrity VM toolkit to the
package using the SG IVS toolkit, see “Converting packages” (page 18).

Comparing HP Integrity VM Serviceguard toolkit and SG IVS toolkit 5



Advantages of using SG IVS Toolkit B.02.00 over HP Integrity VM
Serviceguard toolkit

Using SG IVS Toolkit B.02.00, you can:
• Configure the monitoring interval of the process instead the fixed interval.

• Control the maintenance mode.

• Configure the packages using Serviceguard Manager. For more information, see www.hp.com/
go/hpux-serviceguard-docs → HP Serviceguard Manager.

• Configure NPIV disk monitoring (using HP Serviceguard patch PHSS_42558).

6 HP Serviceguard Toolkit for Integrity Virtual Servers
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2 Supported configuration
This section explains the supported configuration for VM or vPar-as-Serviceguard-packages.
Figure 1 (page 7) represents a basic VM or vPar-as-a-Serviceguard-package (or, VM or vPar
guest as packages) model configuration as supported with the SG IVS toolkit.

Figure 1 VM/vPar as Serviceguard packages

In this configuration, a Serviceguard cluster is formed by using VM or vPar Host systems as nodes
in the cluster. The VM or vPar guests are then encapsulated within Serviceguard packages to
provide high availability for the VM or vPar guests that are used to run the applications.
The VM or vPar guest in the Serviceguard package is protected against VM or vPar Host system
hardware or software failures, in addition to VM or vPar failures. If a VM or vPar fails, the
Serviceguard package containing the VM or vPar guest can fail over to another VM or vPar Host
within the Serviceguard cluster.
For more information on configuring shared storage for HP Serviceguard clusters, see the latest
Managing Serviceguard manual available at http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs →
HP Serviceguard.
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NOTE:
• The SG IVS toolkit can only control the startup of the VM or vPar. Therefore, applications

within the VM or vPar guest must be started through the defined initialization sequence, by
using cmappmgr and cmappserver appropriately, or by using the native operating system
commands.

• After a VM or vPar is configured as a Serviceguard package, you must not use HP Integrity
VM or HP-UX vPars commands, such as hpvmstart or vparboot, and hpvmstop or
vparreset to start or stop the VM or vPars directly from the VM or vPars Host. Run the script
cmdeployvpkg with “-m 1” option to enable maintenance mode, and then you can use HP
Integrity VM or HP-UX vPars commands.
For example, # cmdeployvpkg -m 1 -P vm1.

Network components
In all VM or vPar configurations, you must create vswitches on the VM or vPar Host to enable guests
to access network devices. When you configure vswitches in VMs or vPars as Serviceguard packages
configuration, configure vswitches only on the pNICs associated with the primary LANs. You must
not configure a vswitch on the pNIC associated with the Serviceguard Heartbeat network or the
pNIC associated with the standby LAN.
When the Serviceguard network monitor detects a network failure on the pNIC associated with a
primary LAN, it fails over the LAN to the pNIC associated with the standby LAN. When this occurs,
the vswitch monitor, which is responsible for monitoring the activities of the Serviceguard network
monitor, automatically moves the vswitch configuration from the pNIC associated with the primary
LAN to the pNIC associated with the standby LAN.
All VLAN configurations supported by Integrity Virtual Machines, Serviceguard, or vPars are
supported in VMs or vPars as Serviceguard packages configurations.

NOTE:
• Ensure that you configure the vswitches on the adoptive node. If you are using the VLAN

feature of Integrity VM or vPars vswitches, make sure that appropriate VLAN IDs are assigned
to each port.

• If you have configured a guest with DIO LAN and want to package it in the Serviceguard
cluster, you must set the parameter HPVMDIOSGPKG=1 in the /etc/rc.config.d/hpvmconf
file on all the cluster nodes, before creating guest package in the cluster.

Storage considerations
VM or vPars-as-Serviceguard-package configurations support VM or vPar guests backing stores.
The package configurations support files on the following storage types:
• Whole Disks

• CFS

• SLVM

• VxVM Logical Volumes

• NFS
HP recommends that you place the VM or vPar guest backing stores on the shared storage, so that
they are accessible to all VM or vPar Hosts in the Serviceguard cluster and allows failover of the
VM or vPar guests. The shared storage for VM or vPar Hosts which runs this package and enables
failover of the VM or vPar guests, and a standard Serviceguard cluster is configured in the same
way. However, the shared storage must be defined as VM or vPar guest storage devices that are
exclusively used by a specific VM or vPar guest.
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Both standard LVM and VxVM logical volumes are active and available on only one Serviceguard
node at a time. Whole disks, Shared LVM logical volumes, and VxVM logical volumes managed
by the Cluster Volumes Manager (CVM) and files on a Cluster Files System can be configured to
be active and available on multiple Serviceguard nodes simultaneously. When you configure VMs
or vPars as Serviceguard packages, ensure that only one guest on one node can access these
backing store types.
The easy deployment script, cmdeployvpkg, offered by the toolkit is used to create the
Serviceguard package configuration file to deploy high availability solution to VM or vPar guests
in Serviceguard environment. This script determines the cluster shared backing store and application
data storage used by the VM or vPar guest that is to be packaged. Also, it adds the appropriate
logical volume and mount point entries into the package configuration file for VM or vPar guest
failover.
When you create a Serviceguard cluster with virtual machines acting as packages, the
cmdeployvpkg script correctly identifies CVM logical volumes and CFS files backing stores used
by guests, but requires you to verify or provide activation modes, and package dependencies for
the backing stores.
For information on setting up the storage for Serviceguard package, see the latest:
• Managing Serviceguard manual available at www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs →

HP Serviceguard
• Veritas Storage Foundation 5.0.1 Cluster File System Administrator's Guide Extracts for the

HP Serviceguard Storage Management Suite on HP-UX 11i v3 manual available at
www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs → HP Serviceguard Storage Management Suite
A.03.xx (with 5.0.1 Veritas)

NOTE: If you configure a guest with either DIO LAN or NPIV disks or both, you must use the
application monitoring services to configure DIO LAN or NPIV disk monitoring or both.
For more information on configuring DIO LAN and/or NPIV disk monitoring, see “Configuring
DIO LAN and NPIV disks monitoring using cmappmgr/cmappserver” (page 28).

iSCSI LUNs as backing store
Serviceguard A.11.20 with PHSS_42558 supports iSCSI storage presented using iSCSI software
initiator for packages and uses SCSI-3 Persistent Reservation (PR) mechanism for IO fencing. In
Serviceguard environment, PR can be implemented only on LUNs that are part of a LVM volume
group.
As of HP-UX vPars and Integrity VM V6.1 release, it is not supported presenting a Logical Volume
that is created on an iSCSI device as an AVIO backing store to a guest. Therefore, any combination
of iSCSI storage on HPVM guests as Serviceguard package is not supported.

Storage considerations 9
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3 Installing and uninstalling HP Serviceguard toolkit for
Integrity virtual servers

To install the HP Serviceguard toolkit for Integrity virtual servers:
1. Run the command:

# swinstall -s <depot path>

The “SD Install - Software Selection” user interface appears.
2. On the “SD Install - Software Selection” screen, mark the product, “SG-IVS-Toolkit”.
3. To mark the product for installation, select Action > Mark For Install (m)
4. Select Action > Install , to initiate the installation.
To verify that the installation is complete, run the command:
# swlist -l product SG-IVS-Toolkit

This command returns the entry, SG-IVS-Toolkit, if it is installed successfully.
To uninstall the SG IVS toolkit, run the command:
#swremove SG-IVS-Toolkit

Files and directories created for SG IVS toolkit after Installation
After the SG IVS toolkit is installed, a script directory /etc/cmcluster/scripts/tkit/vtn/
and a module directory /etc/cmcluster/modules/tkit/vtn is created. The script directory
contains toolkit scripts and other supported command scripts.
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Table 1 Files created after SG IVS toolkit is installed.

Available in DirectoryDescriptionFile Name

/etc/cmcluster/scripts/tkit/
vtn/

This is a module script for the HP
Serviceguard Toolkit for Integrity
Virtual Servers.

tkit_module.sh

The script is used to start, stop, and
validate Integrity VM or vPar.

havtn.sh

This script contains functions that
monitor the status of a VM or vPar
guest.

havtn.mon

This command is used to create and
manage Serviceguard package

cmdeployvpkg

configurations for HP Integrity VM or
vPar.

This command is used for online
migration of VM guest integrated with
HP Serviceguard.

cmmovevpkg

This command is used for the online
migration of a VM, that is a node in
a Serviceguard cluster.

cmmovevnode

This script is used to perform vPar
related functions, such as vparboot
and vparreset.

ivs_vpar_utils

This script is used to perform VM
related functions, such as hpvmstart
and hpvmstop.

ivs_hpvm_utils

This script consists of function
definitions that are common to both
vPar and VM.

ivs_common_utils

Table 2 Files for the Attribute definition file (ADF) Module

Available in DirectoryDescriptionFile Name

/etc/cmcluster/modules/tkit/
vtn

Soft link to vtn.1vtn

ADF module definition for HP Integrity
VM.

vtn.1

Soft link to vpar.1vpar

ADF module definition for vParvpar.1

Table 3 Scripts for monitoring virtual switch

Available in DirectoryDescriptionFile Name

/sbin/init.d/This script is used to monitor and
reconfigure “vswitch” during physical
networking link (NIC) failover.

vswitchmgr

/sbin/rc2.d/Soft link to “vswitchmgr”.K004vswitchmgr

/sbin/rc3.d/Soft link to “vswitchmgr”S802vswitchmgr
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4 Using SG IVS toolkit
You can use the SG IVS toolkit to create and maintain packages.

Creating packages
You must perform the preconfiguration steps, and then configure the VM or vPar guest into an HP
Serviceguard package by using either of the following ways:
• Using Serviceguard commands

• Using SG IVS Toolkit commands

Preconfiguration
To configure VM or vPar as a Serviceguard package, perform the following preconfiguration steps:

NOTE: You must use VM or vPar commands appropriately for VM or vPar specific operations.

1. Configure the Serviceguard cluster.
For more information on configuring a Serviceguard cluster, see Configuring the Cluster in
the latest Managing Serviceguard manual at www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs →
HP Serviceguard.

2. On all nodes:
a. Configure networks (IP address, APA, and VLANs).
b. Configure the vswitch for guest access.
c. Configure the Multi Server Environment (MSE).
d. Configure storage: LVM, shared LVM, VxVM, and file systems.

NOTE: If you are using shared LVM (SLVM), you must create the “multi_node” package for
the SLVM, and test if the package runs successfully on all the nodes. When you create the
VM package, which uses SLVM as the backing store, insert the following attributes in the VM
package configuration file.
• dependency_name: This defines dependency on the package called hpvm_slvm. For

example, hpvm_slvm
• dependency_condition: This defines the condition that the hpvm_slvm package

must be up before or while you start the VM package. For example, hpvm_slvm = up
• dependency_location: This defines the condition that the hpvm_slvm package must

be running on the same node where VM package runs. For example, same_node

3. Configure CVM/CFS or LVM/SLVM multi-node packages and guest storage devices and
packages before you configure the package, if you use CVM/CFS, or LVM/SLVM for shared
storage.

4. On the primary node:
a. Create the virtual machine or vPar.
b. Start the virtual machine or vPar.
c. Install and configure the guest operating system.
d. Install all the required guest software and optionally the cmappserver software.
e. Optional: Configure any guest applications and their associated application monitor

script (run command).
f. Stop the virtual machine or vPar.
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5. On the secondary nodes:
• Optional: If the vswitch (vlan), identical to the one created on the primary node is not

configured in step 2, then you must configure it.
6. On the primary node, distribute the virtual machine or vPar to the secondary node
7. On the secondary nodes:

a. Verify the virtual machine or vPar operation.
b. Stop the virtual machine or vPar.

NOTE: To configure more than two nodes for package configuration:
a. Repeat from step 4–f to 7–b.
b. Distribute the virtual machine or vPar to remaining nodes from the secondary node.

8. On the primary node:
a. Reconfigure, import, activate, and mount virtual machine or vPar storage.
b. Verify the virtual machine or vPar operation.

For more information on Integrity VM or HP-UX vPars commands, see the latest HP Integrity Virtual
Machines: Installation, Configuration, and Administration or HP-UX vPars and Integrity VM
Administrator Guide manual respectively at http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-hpvm-docs.

Configuring VMs/vPars as Serviceguard packages having SLVM backing storage
You can deploy VMs or vPars as Serviceguard packages. Multiple virtual machines can have virtual
disks mapped to logical volumes in a single SLVM volume group. If one of these VMs or vPars is
moved to another node (VM or vPar Host) in the Serviceguard cluster, the other VMs or vPars must
have continued access to logical volumes in that volume group. To enable the continued access,
configure Serviceguard multi-node packages for the SLVM volume groups:
1. Create a Serviceguard multi-node package configuration file for each SLVM volume group:

# mkdir /etc/cmcluster/hpvm_vgsharedA
# cd /etc/cmcluster/hpvm_vgsharedA
# ls
# cmmakepkg -m sg/multi_node -m sg/volume_group > hpvm_vgsharedA.conf
Package template is created.
This file must be edited before it can be used.

#

2. Edit the configuration file, making the following modifications:
a. Name the package (for example, hpvm_vgshareA).
b. Change the vgname_cmd to vgchange -a s.
c. Add the vg name for the SLVM volume group. For example, if vgsharedA is the SLVM

volume group that the virtual machines use on this VM Host, add the following line:
vg vgsharedA

d. If only some nodes in the cluster have the SLVM volume groups, identify each of those
nodes with the node_name attribute. If all nodes can run the SLVMs, retain the value of
the attribute as asterisk (*).

e. Verify the configuration and, if it is valid, apply the package configuration to the cluster:
# cmcheckconf -P /etc/cmcluster/hpvm_vgsharedA/hpvm_vgsharedA.conf
Attempting to validate hpvm_vgsharedA.
... 
cmcheckconf: Verification completed with no errors found.
Use the cmapplyconf command to apply the configuration.
# cmapplyconf -P /etc/cmcluster/hpvm_vgsharedA/hpvm_vgsharedA.conf
Attempting to validate hpvm_vgsharedA.
...
Modify the package configuration ([y]/n)? y 

Creating packages 13
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Completed the cluster update
#

NOTE: Create the VM or vPar by using the SLVM devices, for example /dev/vgsharedA/
rlvdisk0.

3. Create a VM or vPar on the SLVM volume group.
4. Add SLVM volume group as mentioned below in the cluster configuration file:

HPVM_VOLUME_GROUP /dev/vgsharedA

NOTE: To add the SLVM volume group, you must halt the cluster and packages if they are
already running.

5. Create the package for the VM or vPar using the cmdeployvpkg command.
In this example, consider that the package configuration is already created and present in
/etc/cmcluster/slvmtest/slvmtest.conf. Associate this package with the multi-node
package created with a SLVM volume group as follows:
a. Modify the package to specify its dependency on the multi-node package for the SLVM

volume group (created for the SLVM volume group that the VM or vPar uses for storage):
# cd /etc/cmcluster/slvmtest/
# cmmakepkg -i ./slvmtest.conf -m sg/dependency > slvmtest2.conf
#

b. Modify the dependency characteristics for the VMs package configuration, so that it is
dependent on the available SLVM VG package:
dependency_name                         hpvm_vgsharedA
dependency_condition                    hpvm_vgsharedA = up
dependency_location                     same_node 

c. Check the configuration of the package:
# cmcheckconf -P /etc/cmcluster/slvmtest/slvmtest2.conf
Attempting to validate slvmtest.
...
cmcheckconf: Verification completed with no errors found.

d. Save the original configuration file and use the modified configuration in its place to
apply the package configuration to the cluster:
# cp slvmtest.conf slvmtest.conf.orig
# mv slvmtest2.conf slvmtest.conf
# cmapplyconf -P /etc/cmcluster/slvmtest/slvmtest.conf
Attempting to validate slvmtest.
...
Modify the package configuration ([y]/n)? y
Completed the cluster update

6. Run the package associated with the SLVM and virtual machine independent order:
# cmrunpkg hpvm_vgsharedA
Running package hpvm_sharedA on node ghost1 
Successfully started package hpvm_sharedA on node ghost1
Running package hpvm_sharedA on node ghost2 
Successfully started package hpvm_sharedA on node ghost2
cmrunpkg: All specified packages are running
# cmrunpkg slvmtest
Running package slvmtest on node ghost1 
Successfully started package slvmtest on node ghost1
cmrunpkg: All specified packages are running
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NOTE: If you do not run the package associated with the SLVM before starting the package
associated with the virtual machine, a message similar to the following is displayed:
# cmrunpkg slvmtest

Unable to execute command. Dependency on the following packages not met:

hpvm_vgsharedA

cmrunpkg: Unable to start some package or package instances

Using Serviceguard commands
To create a VM or vPar package:
1. Create a directory name matching the VM or vPar name in /etc/cmcluster,

for example, /etc/cmcluster/<vm/vPar_name>.
2. cd /etc/cmcluster/<vm/vPar_name>.
3. Create VM or vPar package. Run the following command:

• To create a VM package, run the following command:
cmmakepkg –m tkit/vtn/vtn –n <vm_name> pkg.conf

<vm_name> is the name of the VM package. VM name and the package name must be
the same.

• To create a vPar package, run the following command:
cmmakepkg –m tkit/vtn/vpar –n <vpar_name> pkg.conf

<vpar_name>is the name of the vPar package. vPar name and the package name must
be the same.

where,
• cmmakepkg is the Serviceguard command to create the package.

• tkit/vtn/vtn is the name of the VM module.

• tkit/vtn/vpar is the name of the vPar module.

• pkg.conf is the name of the package configuration file.

4. Edit the following attributes manually in the package configuration file (pkg.conf) before
applying the package:

DescriptionAttributes

The package name must be unique in the cluster. This
must be the name of a guest to be packaged.

package_name

Package must be a failover package.package_type

Name of the cluster node on which the package will
run. To indicate all nodes in a cluster, value must be -

node_name

“*” or explicitly specify the primary and secondary
nodes, for example:
node_name node_1

node_name node_2

It is the package log file path where the package log is
stored.

script_log_file

This is the directory where maintenance file must be
created to put the package in the maintenance mode.

TKIT_DIR

For more information on maintaining packages, see
“Maintaining packages” (page 17).
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DescriptionAttributes

This attribute is used to indicate if the VM or vPar guest
package can run in maintenance mode. The default
value is [yes].

MAINTENANCE_FLAG

This is the time interval (in seconds) between the monitor
cycles and the default value is 30 seconds. The toolkit

MONITOR_INTERVAL

monitors the health of the package every
[MONITOR_INTERVAL ]seconds.

Name of the service that Serviceguard monitors while
the package is up. This name must be unique for VM

service_name

or vPar guest package in a Serviceguard cluster. The
default name for a VM and vPar package is vm_name
and vpar_name, respectively. When you use the
cmdeployvpkg command, <vm_name> or
<vpar_name> is added as the value of this attribute.

5. After the package configuration file is edited, save the file.
6. To validate the package configuration file, run the command:

cmcheckconf –P pkg.conf

7. To apply the package configuration file if the cmcheckconf command succeeds, run the
command:
cmapplyconf -P pkg.conf

Confirm if you want to modify the package configuration. The default value is [yes]
8. To enable auto run and package failover, run the following commands:

• $ cmmodpkg -e -n <node_1>...-n <node_n> <package name>

• $ cmmodpkg -e <package name>

9. To check the status of the package, run the command: cmviewcl.

Using SG IVS Toolkit commands
The cmdeployvpkg command assists you to create and manage Serviceguard package
configurations for HP Integrity VM and HP-UX vPars. This command automates the configuration
steps performed using the Serviceguard commands.
Run cmdeployvpkg -P <vm/vpar_name> [....] to configure the VM or vPar as a
Serviceguard package.
Before applying the configuration, you must review the generated package configuration file, to
ensure that correct logical volumes, mount points are identified and included in the package
configuration files.
The cmdeployvpkg command:
• Verifies the Serviceguard cluster environment.

• Verifies the VM or vPar environment.

• Identifies the Serviceguard modules and attribute values.

• Creates a Serviceguard package configuration file.

• Configures a set of HP Integrity servers grouped into a VM or vPar multi server environment.
After you run the cmdeployvpkg command, to package a guest containing CVM or CFS backing
store entries, review and modify the package configuration file.
For more information on cmdeployvpkg command, see the cmdeployvpkg(1) manpage.
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NOTE:
• This script does not include information about attached I/O devices, such as tape, DVD,

burner, and changer devices into the package configuration file.
• Run the cmdeployvpkg command on the node where VM is running.

Managing packages

Running packages
To start the VM/vPar guest package use the following command:
# cmrunpkg <package_name>

NOTE: After you run the package, to enable the package failover on the configured nodes, run
the following command:
$ cmmodpkg -e -n <node_1>...-n <node_n> <package_name>

If a package is not running, the cmmodpkg -e <package_name> command starts the package
on an appropriate node and enables the package to failover.

Maintaining packages
When you set a package to the maintenance mode, the toolkit stops monitoring the status of the
VM or vPar. It enables you to perform the maintenance work on a VM or vPar guest without bringing
down the package.
Maintenance mode is enabled only on the local node. Each time the maintenance mode is enabled
or disabled for the VM or vPar guest package, the event is logged in the package log file. If the
Serviceguard node on which the VM or vPar guest is running, fails when the maintenance mode
is enabled, the VM or vPar guest package fails over to a secondary node. Whether the changes
made to the VM, vPar guest, or package configuration are distributed to the secondary node or
not before the failover, depends on the stage of the process where the failure occurred. After
recovery, ensure that the VM or vPar guest package is not in maintenance mode and the
configuration is consistent for all nodes.
Perform the following steps to work with the package maintenance mode:
1. To enable the maintenance mode feature in the package configuration file, set the

MAINTENANCE_FLAG attribute to yes, and then apply the cmapplyconf command.
2. To start the maintenance mode for the package, run the command:

#cmdeployvpkg -m 1 -P <vm or vpar name>

3. To stop the maintenance mode and bring back the package in the running state, run the
command:
#cmdeployvpkg -m 0 -P <vm or vpar name>

NOTE:
• If the changes are made either to VM or vPar guest configuration environment or the

Serviceguard environment, HP recommends that you use the cmdeployvpkg command to
package it again, and then use the cmapplyconf command to reapply it.

• If the maintenance mode is not disabled, the VM or vPar guest package does not failover to
the other host when VM or vPar fails. HP recommends that you disable the maintenance mode
each time after the maintenance of the VM or vPar guest is complete.

Halting packages
To halt the package, run the following command:
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# cmhaltpkg <package_name>

This command invokes the hpvmstop or vparreset -d command on the specific VM or vPar,
respectively to stop the package.

Deleting packages
To delete a package from the cluster, run the cmdeployvpkg command with -U option.
For example: #cmdeployvpkg -P vm1 -U

NOTE: HP recommends that you do not use cmdeleteconf -p to delete VM or vPar package
from HP Serviceguard cluster.

Converting packages
You can convert both, legacy and modular packages created using the HP Integrity VM Serviceguard
toolkit to the SG IVS Toolkit. This depends on the criticality of the downtime for the application
running on the VM or vPar guest.

NOTE:
• Conversion of packages is applicable only for VM packages.

• The package conversion only deletes the existing package configuration and creates a new
file, without restoring the user modifications made to the original package configuration file.

• Offline package conversion: You can opt for an offline package conversion, if the application
downtime is permitted.
To convert the package offline:
1. Halt the VM guest package which stops the VM guest and the application running on it.
2. Create a new package.
For example, to create a new package in the offline mode:
1. Run the cmhaltpkg <vm_name> command.
2. Backup the package directory.
3. Run hpvmsg_package -U -P <vm_name>

4. Run the cmdeployvpkg -P <vm_name> [...] command. This command overwrites
the existing configuration file.

5. Review and edit package configuration file created.
6. Run the cmcheckconf -P <vm_name.conf> command.
7. Run the cmapplyconf -P <vm_name.conf> command.
8. On the node, where VM is running, run the cmrunpkg <vm_name> command.

To enable the package failover, run the following command:
cmmodpkg -e <package_name> command

NOTE: —C option fails when you convert a package offline.

For more information on creating a new package, see “Creating packages” (page 12).

• Online package conversion: You can opt for an online package conversion, if the guest
application downtime is not permitted.
To perform an online conversion of the package that was created using the HP Integrity VM
toolkit to a package using the SG IVS toolkit module, run the cmdeployvpkg command with
-C option.
When you run the cmdeployvpkg command, it:
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1. Executes the VM or vPar migration command internally.
2. Executes the cmdeleteconf command on this package, after the Online VM migration

is successful.
3. Runs the cmdeployvpkg -P {vm_name} -n {source-node} -n {target-node}

command.

NOTE: A new configuration file has minimum configuration information. Therefore, HP
recommends that you run the cmdeployvpkg -P {vm_name} -n {package-nodes}
with-appropriate-options.

4. Reviews and edits the package configuration file.

NOTE: When you use the cmdeployvpkg command to convert the package created
using the HPVM toolkit to the package using the SG IVS toolkit, the old configuration file
is replaced with a new configuration file. Before the new file is created, the old
configuration file is placed in the .backup directory (inside the package directory). You
must review and edit the new configuration file appropriately.

5. Manually perform step 5–10 as explained in “Using Serviceguard commands” (page 15).
For example:
To convert the package created using the HPVM toolkit to the package using the SG IVS toolkit
in the online mode:
1. Run cmdeployvpkg -C -P <vm_name> [...].
2. Review and edit the package configuration file.
3. Run cmcheckconf -P <vm_name.conf>.

4. Run cmapplyconf -P <vm_name.conf>.

5. On the node, where VM is running, run cmrunpkg <vm_name>.

To enable the package failover, run the following command:
cmmodpkg -e <package_name> command

NOTE: This method uses the OVMM technique. Therefore, all the OVMM requirements must
be considered.

Keep a backup of the package directory before you run the cmdeployvpkg command. After
cmdeployvpkg command creates the new package configuration file, you must edit, apply,
and then run the package.
For more information on creating and managing packages, see “Creating packages” (page 12)
and “Managing packages” (page 17) respectively.
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5 Configuring guest application monitoring service
HP Serviceguard VM or vPar guest application monitoring service is a program or an agent
configured within a VM or vPar guest that checks the status of applications configured within the
same VM or vPar guest. HP supports the monitoring and control of applications within a VM or
vPar guest configured as an HP Serviceguard package. This functionality is available for an
application that runs on an HP-UX, Linux or Windows guest using the JRE (Java Runtime Environment)
and provides the following benefits:
• Checks the status of applications within VM or vPar guests from the VM or vPar Host under

the control of Serviceguard.
• Provides startup and failure detection capabilities (restart, guest failover) for monitored VM

or vPar guest applications using the HP Serviceguard functionality.
• Provides a supported application monitoring framework which does not depend on a

custom-written software.
The method used to monitor applications depends on the application being monitored. It varies
from verifying an existing process ID to checking application performance. In addition, the
application monitoring service performs a recovery action during failure of an application. Based
on the type of failure detected, recovery actions can vary, it might attempt to restart the application
for a specified number of times or halt the VM or vPar guest. This action might trigger HP
Serviceguard to failover the VM or vPar guest package to another adoptive VM or vPar Host cluster
member.
Serviceguard VM or vPar Guest Application Monitoring architecture

Figure 2 Serviceguard VM or vPar Guest Application Monitoring architecture

In Figure 2 (page 20) the VM or vPar guest package is the Serviceguard package containing the
cmappmgr services and the guest service.
The key components of the HP Serviceguard guest application monitoring are as follows:
• Application Manager cmappmgr (1 per VM or vPar guest application): This application runs

as services controlled by the VM or vPar guest package.

NOTE: Multiple cmappmgr services can be configured in one VM or vPar guest package;
one for each VM or vPar guest application to be monitored.

• Application Server cmappserver (1 per VM or vPar guest): This application runs as a process
in the VM or vPar guest to monitor the applications assigned to an Application Manager.
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In this architecture, the Application Managers and the Application Servers communicate via SSL
connections using the JSSE.
The Application Manager cmappmgr initiates and maintains a connection with the application
server process cmappserver in the monitored VM or vPar guest using TCP or IP port 5315 for
communications. Its primary function is to launch the specified command and monitor the execution
of the same by:
• Sending requests to cmappserver, to execute specified processes.

• Sending periodic polling messages to cmappserver, to check the status of the monitored
process.

cmappmgr also performs the following functions:
• Writes the error messages to Serviceguard package log file and syslog.

• Exits with a reason code from the terminating monitored process.

• Exits when monitored process exits.
cmappmgr can be configured to run either as an HP Serviceguard monitored service or can be
invoked by the customer-defined or external run scripts of the VM or vPar guest package on the
VM or vPar Host cluster.
The application server cmappserver responds to requests from the application manager process
cmappmgr, running on the VM or vPar Host. The requests are to execute a specified process on
the VM or vPar guest, periodically check the status of the monitored process, and return an exit
code when the process terminates. The cmappserver is a light weight daemon (approximately
36k) running on the monitored VM or vPar guest that provides connections for up to 30 simultaneous
processes that can be monitored by cmappmgr.
In Figure 2 (page 20), app1 and app2 are two applications running within a VM or vPar guest
that are monitored by HP Serviceguard running on a VM or vPar Host cluster. The cmappserver
daemon process, running in the VM or vPar guest, provides communication connections with two
cmappmgr processes. One communication connection is provided for each monitored application
- app1 and app2, running as HP Serviceguard services that are monitored by the VM or vPar guest
package. The VM or vPar guest service, which is part of the SG IVS toolkit, monitors the overall
VM or vPar guest.

Figure 3 Failure of a monitored VM or vPar guest application

If a monitored application in the VM or vPar guest fails, for example, app1 as shown in
Figure 3 (page 21), this event and the exit code of the application is communicated to its
corresponding cmappmgr process running on the VM Host. If the cmappmgr process for the
monitored application exits, HP Serviceguard restarts cmappmgr. It also restarts the application
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on the VM or vPar guest. The number of times HP Serviceguard attempts to restart cmappmgr and
the VM or vPar guest application is defined by the service_restart value, set for the cmappmgr
service in the guest package. If the number of restart attempts exceeds the service_restart
value, HP Serviceguard fails over the VM or vPar guest package to its configured VM or vPar Host
failover node, as shown in Figure 4 (page 22).

Figure 4 Failover of a VM or vPar guest due to an application failure

To configure the VM or vPar guest application monitoring service:
1. Create and distribute client or server security keys.
2. Configure the cmappmgr.conf file on VM or vPar Hosts.
3. Install cmappserver depots on VM or vPar guests.
4. Configure the cmappserver.conf file on VM or vPar guests.
5. To start or monitor specific applications in the VM or vPar guests, modify the VM or vPar guest

package.
6. Test application monitoring and VM or vPar guest failover operation.
When you install HP Serviceguard A.11.20, or later on the VM or vPar Host cluster nodes, it installs
the cmappmgr or cmappserver software and creates the following files and directories:
• /etc/cmappmgr.conf(security configuration file)

• /usr/sbin/cmappmgr (cmappmgr daemon)

• /opt/hp/serviceguard/cmappserver (contains the cmappserver software
depots for HPUX, Linux, and Windows guests)

To configure application monitoring:
1. Create and distribute client or server security keys.

The cmappmgr and cmappserver daemons communicate through a secure SSL connection
using JSSE and JRE. The system administrator must generate SSL security keys and distribute
them to the cluster VM or vPar Hosts and VM or vPar guests. The security keys are used for
authentication during the initial cmappmgr or cmappserver connection. A keytool program
shipped with JRE is used for key management.
SSL setup overview
A public and private key pair must be generated for client-server communications. For VM or
vPar guest application monitoring, cmappserver on the VM or vPar guest functions as the
server, and cmappmgr on the VM or vPar Host functions, as the client. The signed public
certificates are generated using the Java keytool program. The signed public certificates must
be initially distributed to the VM or vPar Hosts and VM or vPar guests, to setup the secure
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communications (that is, server public certificate distributed to the client; client public certificate
distributed to the server). The default locations for the generated key files are:
• For VM or vPar Hosts: /etc

• For VM or vPar guests:

◦ HP-UX: /opt/hp/cmappserver

Key generation on the VM or vPar Host
The following three commands must be executed on one VM or vPar Host to generate the
client.private, client.public and temp.key security keys by using the keytool
program.
For more information on these commands, see http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/tooldocs/
solaris/keytool.html.
These commands create default key names and locations to successfully configure application
monitoring.
HP Serviceguard commands control the startup and shutdown of the packaged VM or vPar
guest.

NOTE: Create and set the current directory (that is, HP-UX cd command) to
/etc/cmcluster/cmappmgr before executing these commands.

a. keytool -genkey -alias clientprivate -keystore client.private
-storepass clientpw -keypass clientpw -validity 400

WARNING! On Linux systems, you might face problems while generating keys and
using the “gcj” version of Java, such as “jre-1.4.2-gcj”. If this problem occurs, you must
use another version of Java™ and the associated keytool.

NOTE:
• This command prompts for a user name, organization, and physical location

information to document the use of the key.
• The —validity parameter is used to specify the number of days a key is valid.

This does not affect private keys but is still a required parameter.

b. keytool -export -alias clientprivate -keystore client.private
-file temp.key -storepass clientpw

c. keytool -import -noprompt -alias clientpublic -keystore
client.public -file temp.key -storepass public

Key generation on the VM or vPar guest
The following three commands must be executed on each VM or vPar guest to generate the
server.private, server.public and temp.key security keys. Set the current directory
to /opt/hp/cmappserver on HP-UX/Linux guests before running these commands.
a. keytool -genkey -alias serverprivate -keystore server.private

-storepass serverpw -keypass serverpw -validity 400

NOTE: This command prompts for a user name, organization and physical location
information to document the use of the key.

b. keytool -export -alias serverprivate -keystore server.private
-file temp.key -storepass serverpw

c. keytool -import -noprompt -alias serverpublic -keystore
server.public -file temp.key -storepass public
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SSL key distribution
After the keys are initially created on one VM or vPar Host, all other VM or vPar Hosts must
use the same client.public key. Each VM or vPar guest generates its own
server.public key, therefore, a unique name for each VM or vPar guest must be used ,
to rename the server.public key. For example, # mv server.public server_[guest
name].public.
To distribute keys between VM or vPar Hosts and VM or vPar guests:
a. Copy the client.public file from the VM or vPar Host directory /etc/cmcluster/

cmappmgr to all VM or vPar guests in the /opt/hp/cmappserver directory.
b. Copy the uniquely-named server.public file from all VM or vPar guests to the VM or

vPar Hosts in directory /etc/cmcluster/cmappmgr. For example, server.public
renamed to server_mmpf121.public.

c. Copy all key files from the initial /etc/cmcluster/cmappmgr VM or vPar Host directory
to the same directory on all other VM or vPar Host nodes

2. Configure the cmappmgr.conf file on VM or vPar Host.
The file /etc/cmappmgr.conf on the VM or vPar Host is used to specify location information
for the SSL keys used for cmappmgr to cmappserver communications from the VM or vPar
Host. An example of keyStore location (for example, client.private), the VM or vPar
guest name from which the trustStore was obtained (for example, guest mmpf121), and the
name of the trustStore file (for example, server_mmpf121.public) is shown below:
###############################################################
# (C) Copyright 2008 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
# @(#) SG cmappmgr Configuration File
# @(#) Product Name : HP SG cmappmgr conf file
# @(#) Product Version : %%SG_VERSION%%
# @(#) Patch Name : %%SG_PATCH%%
#
###############################################################
keyStore=/etc/cmcluster/cmappmgr/client.private
# If unspecified, the default value is /etc/client.private
keyStorePassword=
# If unspecified, the default value is clientpw
# Specify node name where the trustStore comes from, followed by a ":", e.g.,
mmpf121:
trustStore=/etc/cmcluster/cmappmgr/server_mmpf121.public
trustStorePassword=public
# If unspecified, the default value is /etc/server.public
# If unspecified, the default value is public

3. Install cmappserver depots on VM or vPar guests.
To install cmappserver on VM or vPar guests that are running applications, the cmappserver
depot software must be copied from the VM or vPar Host directory /opt/hp/serviceguard/
cmappserver to the VM or vPar guest to be monitored. The destination for copying the depot
software depends on the VM or vPar guest type being monitored.
For HP-UX guests (subdirectory 11iv2 or 11iv3):
• Copy the depot cmappserver.depot from the VM or vPar Host to the /tmp directory

on the VM or vPar guest.
• To install the required files in the /opt/hp/cmappserver directory, in the VM or vPar

guest, run the command  swinstall -s /tmp/cmappserver.depot
CMAPPSERVER.

For Linux VM or vPar guests (subdirectory redhat or sles):
• Copy the rpm file from the VM or vPar Host to a local directory on the VM or vPar guest.

• To install the required files in the /opt/hp/cmappserver directory in the VM or vPar
guest, run the command  rpm -i cmappserver_rhel5_ia64.rpm (for Red Hat) or
 rpm -i cmappserver_sles_ia64.rpm (for SLES 10),
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NOTE: If cmappserver is already installed, use —u instead of -i.

• Add /opt/hp/cmappserver to the path.

• Verify that Java 1.4.2 or 1.5 or 1.6 is installed and included in the path.
For Windows VM or vPar guests (subdirectory windows):
• Copy the cmappserver.exe file from the VM or vPar Host to a local directory on the

VM or vPar guest.
• To install the required files in the directoryC:\Program Files\Hewlett-Packard\

cmappserver in the VM or vPar guest, run the cmappserver.exe file, .
• Verify that Java 1.4.2 or 1.5 or 1.6 is installed on the VM or vPar guest.

4. Configure the cmappserver.conf file on the VM or vPar guests.
Similar to the cmappmgr.conf file, the file cmappserver.conf on the VM or vPar Host is
used to specify location information for the SSL keys used for cmappmgr to cmappserver
communications from the VM or vPar Host. An example of a cmappserver.conf file is
shown below:
###############################################################
# (C) Copyright 2008 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
#
# Serviceguard cmappserver Configuration File
# cmappserver.conf version 1.0
###############################################################
keyStore=
# If unspecified, the default value is /opt/hp/cmappserver/server.private on
# HP-UX and Linux systems, Program Files\Hewlett-Packard\cmappserver\server.private
# on Windows.
keyStorePassword=
# If unspecified, the default value is serverpw
trustStore=
# If unspecified, the default value is /opt/hp/cmappserver/client.public on
# HP-UX and Linux systems, Program Files\Hewlett-Packard\cmappserver\client.public
# on Windows.
trustStorePassword=
# If unspecified, the default value is public
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5. To modify the VM or vPar guest package to start or monitor specific applications in the VM
or vPar guests, do one of the following:
• Manually edit the existing VM or vPar guest package configuration file:

To monitor specific applications in a VM or vPar guest, a cmappmgr entry is added to
the services section of the VM or vPar guest package for each monitored application.
The following example shows the service entries for monitoring the VM or vPar guest
mmpf121 (as automatically configured by using the cmdeployvpkg command) and
how to add an xclock application as a monitored service for the VM or vPar guest package
mmpf121 in HP Serviceguard modular package format:
service_name mmpf121
service_cmd $SGCONF/scripts/tkit/vtn/tkit_module.sh guest_monitor
#service_restart
#service_fail_fast_enabled
service_halt_timeout 300
service_name mmpf121-xclock
service_cmd "/usr/sbin/cmappmgr -node mmpf121 -cmappserver_timeout 240 -service /usr/bin/X11/xclock
 -display 16.213.12.70:0.0"
service_restart 3
#service_fail_fast_enabled
service_halt_timeout 300

• Automatically edit the existing VM or vPar guest package configuration file:
To add the guest application monitor in the existing VM or vPar guest package
configuration file, run the cmdeployvpkg command with the -x appmon option.

NOTE: Option -x merge is used to add new configurations to the existing package
configuration file. The command, cmdeployvpkg is run with -x merge, when the
package is already created for that VM or vPar guest.

For example:

◦ To run the cmdeployvpkg in an interactive mode, use the following sample
command:
#cmdeployvpkg -P vm1 -x merge -x appmon

◦ To run the cmdeployvpkg in a quiet mode, use the following sample command:
#cmdeployvpkg -Q -P vm1 -x merge -x
appmon=app_mon:/application/directory/app-mon-script:10:1:300

cmappmgr uses the following options:
• -node: VM or vPar guest running the application to monitor

• -cmappserver_timeout: cmappserver connection timeout (seconds)

• -service: application run-string to execute and monitor in the VM or vPar guest
The cmappmgr command line option cmappserver_timeout specifies the length of time
in seconds. cmappmgr waits for a response from cmappserver before it terminates. This
termination triggers either a service restart or a VM or vPar guest package failover, depending
on the service_restart value and the number of times HP Serviceguard has restarted
cmappmgr. The cmappserver_timeout value must be initially set large enough to account
for the time required to start both the VM or vPar guest and the cmappserver daemon. This
value must be set in the VM or vPar guest to prevent a false monitored application failure
indication.
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NOTE: With the HP Serviceguard A.11.20 release, application monitoring is now supported
for VM or vPar guests that use online VM or vPar guest migration. It is not supported with the
HP Serviceguard A.11.19. To support online VM or vPar guest migration, all service command
strings sent to the VM or vPar guest must be unique. This means, if two instances of the same
application are started and monitored in the VM or vPar guest using cmappmgr, the service
strings must be different, even if a space needs to be added to one of them.

6. Test application monitoring and VM or vPar guest failover operation.
After VM or vPar guest application monitoring is configured, you must test application restart
and VM or vPar guest failover by terminating the monitored application on the VM or vPar
guest and verifying:
• The SERVICE_RESTART counter for the cmappmgr SERVICE_CMD used to monitor the

application increases.
• The VM or vPar guest fails over to a standby VM or vPar Host node after the

SERVICE_RESTART value exceeds.

Example of Configuring application monitoring service
# cmdeployvpkg -P slvm1 -x merge -x appmon
This is the HP Serviceguard Toolkit for Integrity Virtual Servers package creation script. 

This script assists you to create and manage HP Serviceguard package configurations for VM guest and associated
 toolkit configuration files.

HP recommends that you review and modify the configuration file created by this script, as needed, for your 
particular environment.

Do you wish to continue? (y/n):y

[Virtual Machine Details]
Virtual Machine Name VM #  OS Type State
==================== ===== ======= ========
slvm1                    8 HPUX    On (OS)
[Storage Interface Details]
Guest                                 Physical
Device  Adaptor    Bus Dev Ftn Tgt Lun Storage   Device
======= ========== === === === === === ========= =========================
disk    scsi         0   2   0   2   0 disk      /dev/rdisk/disk109
[Network Interface Details]
Interface Adaptor    Name/Num   PortNum Bus Dev Ftn Mac Address
========= ========== ========== ======= === === === =================
vswitch   lan        localnet   2         0   0   0 0a-49-5b-35-75-27
vswitch   lan        myswitch   1         0   1   0 f2-54-d5-3b-fd-c7

Modify the packaged Virtual Machine Summarized above? (y/n):y

Checking the virtual machine and cluster configuration

Configure an application monitor service? (y/n):y

Enter the name for this application monitor name [appmon0]:ping_mon

You have entered: ping_mon

Hit return to confirm your entry:

Enter the command line of the run command on the guest[]:/apps/ping_mon

You have entered: /apps/ping_mon

Hit return to confirm this entry:

Enter the number of seconds to elapse before timeout. [10]:

You have entered: 10

Hit return to confirm this entry:

Enter the number of time the application monitor should restart [none]:

You have entered: none

Hit return to confirm this entry:

Enter the number of seconds to wait before terminating the application monitor [300]:

You have entered: 300
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Hit return to confirm this entry:

You have enter the following application monitor values:

Name:                 ping_mon
Run command:          /apps/ping_mon
Application timeout:  10
Service restart:      none
Service halt timeout: 300

Hit return to confirm this entry:

Enter an additional application monitor? (y/n):n

Checking communications with the application monitor server on : slvm1

Merging application monitor service with existing package configuration file

Review and/or modify the package configuration file (optional)? (y/n): y
Invoking editor : vi on file /etc/cmcluster/slvm1/slvm1.conf
"/etc/cmcluster/slvm1/slvm1.conf" 637 lines, 26089 characters
.
.
~
:q

Copy the package files to each cluster member? (y/n):y

Configure this virtual machine as a distributed guest? (y/n):y

The virtual machine has been successfully configured as a Serviceguard package.

Use cmcheckconf check the package configuration file (optional)? (y/n):y

cmcheckconf: Verification completed with no errors found.
Use the cmapplyconf command to apply the configuration

Apply the package configuration file to the cluster (optional)? (y/n):y

One or more of the specified packages are running. Any error in the
proposed configuration change could cause these packages to fail.
Ensure configuration changes have been tested before applying them.
Modify the package configuration ([y]/n)? y
Completed the cluster update

Please see the HP Serviceguard Toolkit for Integrity Virtual Servers user guide for
additional instructions on configuring Virtual Machines as Serviceguard packages.

Before running this package:

1. Review the files located in /etc/cmcluster/slvm1/.
2. Add new LVM Volume Groups to the cluster configuration file, if any.
3. Check the cluster and/or package configuration using the cmcheckconf command.
4. Apply the cluster and/or package configuration using the cmapplyconf command.
5. Unmount file systems and deactivate non-shared volumes used by the virtual machine.
6. Start dependent packages associated with shared LVM, CVM or CFS backingstores.
7. Start the package using: cmrunpkg slvm1

#

Configuring DIO LAN and NPIV disks monitoring using
cmappmgr/cmappserver

NOTE: DIO LAN or NPIV disks monitoring capabilities are available with HP Serviceguard
version A.11.20, PHSS_42558 patch.

DIO LAN monitoring in VM or vPar guest using the SG IVS toolkit
If you are using DIO LAN, use the application monitoring framework to configure LAN monitoring
to detect a DIO LAN failure in VM or vPar guest. When there is a failure in the monitored LAN,
the VM or vPar package fails over to the configured alternate node.
Usage of DIO LAN monitoring
cmapp_net_mon.pl   
             --lan <lan_name>
               --ip <ip_address>
               --[guest_logfile <guest log file>] 
               --[host_logfile <host log file>]
               --[log_level <logging extent>]
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               --[probe_count <probe count>]
               --[polling_interval <Number of seconds between every poll>

where:

• lan: It is the LAN that needs to be monitored

• ip: It is the target IP address of any target, such as the gateway which is common to all
package nodes.

• guest_logfile: It is the complete path of the user specified guest log file.

• host_logfile: It is the complete path of the user specified host log file.

• log_level: It is the extent of logging on both guest and host. The default value is 0.
The following table contains the associated log messages with each log level:

Associated Log MessagesLog Level

It is the default log message. It includes messages that
cause the script to exit, such as interface is down and
pings failed.

log_level 0

It includes messages, such as missed pings. This is useful
for situations, wherein, intermittently few pings might be

log_level 1

missed, but subsequently pings might start passing. In
such a case, a script does not exit with error but the
missed pings are logged. It helps in tracking the network
stability and reachability.

It is the highest configurable log level. It includes
messages for each ping that is executed. It is helpful for
diagnostic purposes.

log_level 2

• probe_count: It is the number of pings checked to declare an interface down. The default
value is 4

• polling_interval: It is the number of seconds between every poll. The default value is 2
seconds. The default logging for fatal messages is done in syslog.log on host and guest.

To monitor a single DIO LAN create a service for the specified LAN in the VM or vPar guest
configuration file.
To monitor the DIO LAN in the guest, manually edit the package configuration file as described
in the following table:

ExampleValueAttribute Name

lan_mon<service_name>service_name

/usr/sbin/cmappmgr -node
remo1 -cmappserver_timeout

/usr/sbin/cmappmgr
-node<guest_name>

service_cmd

240 -service-cmappserver_timeout
/opt/hp/cmappserver/cmapp_net_mon.pl<time_out_value> -service /
--lan lan0 --ip 192.168.1.154opt/hp/cmappserver/
--guest_logfilecmapp_net_mon.pl
/var/adm/vm1_lan0.log--lan<lan_id>
--host_logfile /var--ip<ip_address>
var/adm/vm1_lan0.log[--guest_logfile
--log_level 1-probe_count 5
--polling_interval 3

<full_path_of file_on_guest>
--host_logfile <full_
path_of file_on_host>
--log_level<level>
--probe_count<count>
--polling_interval
<num_of_seconds>]
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ExampleValueAttribute Name

5number_of_restartservice_restart

300halt_time_outservice_halt_timeout

NPIV Disk monitoring in VM or vPar guest using the SG IVS toolkit
If you are using NPIV Disk, use the application monitoring framework to configure disk monitoring
to detect a failure of NPIV Disks in VM or vPar guest. When there is a failure in any one of the
monitored disks, the VM or vPar package fails over to the configured alternate node.
Usage of NPIV Disks monitoring
cmapp_disk_mon  
[-h, --help]
[-v, --version]
[-O, --log-file <log_file>]
[-D, --log-level <1-7>]
[-t, --poll-interval <seconds>]
<disk_drive_path> [<disk_drive_path>...]

where:

• [-h/--help]:

• [-v/--version]:

• [-O, --log-file <log_file>]: It is the full path of the file on VM or vPar host.

• [-D, --log-level <0-7>]: The logging information is set into the log, based on the
level of criticality, (0 through 7). The default value is 0.

• [-t, --poll-interval <seconds>]: It is the frequency of monitoring or polling the
disk to check its correctness. The default value is 60 seconds. This value must be greater than
0.

• <disk_drive_path>.. [<disk_drive_path>]: It is the number of NPIV disks to be
monitored by this service.

Multiple NPIV Disks can be simultaneously monitored by creating a service for the specified disks
in the VM or vPar guest configuration file.
To monitor the NPIV disks in the guest, manually edit the package configuration file as described
in the following table:

ExampleValueAttribute Name

npiv_disk_mon<service_name>service_name

/usr/sbin/cmappmgr -node
remo1 -cmappserver_timeout

/usr/sbin/cmappmgr -node
<guest_name>

service_cmd

240 -service /opt/hp/-cmappserver_timeout
cmappserver/cmapp_disk_mon /<time_out_value> -service /
dev/disk/disk12 /dev/rdisk/opt/hp/cmappserver/
disk13 /dev/disk/disk14cmapp_disk_mon <disk1>
--log_level 3 –log_file /var/
adm/vm1_npiv_disk_mon.log

[<disk2>...<diskn>][--log_file
<full_path_on_host>][--log_level
<1-to-7>] [--poll-interval
<number_of_seconds>]

5number_of_restartservice_restart

300halt_time_outservice_halt_timeout

NOTE: You must provide the disk names as input for monitoring once you have specified all the
options.
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Upgrading cmappmgr/cmappserver combination
You can upgrade the VM or vPar guest monitoring functionality while upgrading HP Serviceguard,
in two ways. The difference between these two ways is the number of live migrations compared
to the VM or vPar guest application downtime.
Process 1: This process takes advantage of how cmappserver works. If cmappserver loses
communication with cmappmgr, it does not halt the applications that were being monitored, but
there is loss of the monitoring function.
This process:
• Disables application monitoring on all nodes.

• Performs a rolling upgrade.

• Upgrades cmappserver on all VM or vPar guests.

• Re-enables application monitoring.
To apply this process to upgrade VM or vPar guest monitoring functionality:
1. Optional: If this is an upgrade from HP Serviceguard A.11.19 to HP Serviceguard A.11.20,

ensure that all service calls to the VM or vPar guest are unique, even if it means adding extra
spaces.

NOTE: This is a requirement of HP Serviceguard A.11.20.

2. To disable application monitoring (that is, comment out cmappmgr calls), edit all the packages.
3. Reapply the packages.

Application monitoring is not used while reapplying, therefore, these VM or vPar guests can
now be live-migrated.

NOTE: Check and ensure that the various cmappmgr services are stopped.

4. Live-migrate all the VM or vPar guests from one node and upgrade the HP Serviceguard on
that node. After a node is upgraded, the other HP Integrity VM or vPar guest packages can
be live-migrated to this node.

NOTE: Packages can be moved if there are issues with live migration, but the services stop
and cannot be restarted until the last step is performed.

5. Live-migrate the packages from each node that must be upgraded, and then upgrade that
node.

6. Optional: Live-migrate the packages between nodes to balance the cluster and VM or vPar
guests.

7. Update cmappserver in every VM or vPar guest
8. For each HP Integrity VM or vPar guest package that used guest monitoring, do the following:

a. Halt the package.
b. Re-enable all of the cmappmgr calls in each package.
c. Reapply the package.
d. Start the package.

NOTE: The applications on the VM or vPar guests are not available for a short period, during
the live migration and between halting and restarting the package.

Process 2: In this process VM or vPar guests can reboot rather than use live migration. After the
first reboot, the services in the VM or vPar guests are stopped and are not restarted until the upgrade
is complete.
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This process:
• Disables application monitoring on all node.

• Performs a rolling upgrade: the VM or vPar guest applications is stopped when the packages
are stopped.

• Upgrades cmappserver on all guests.

• Re-enables application monitoring.
To apply this process to upgrade:
1. Optional: If this is an upgrade from HP Serviceguard A.11.19 to HP Serviceguard A.11.20,

ensure that all service calls to the VM or vPar guest are unique, even if it means adding extra
spaces.

NOTE: This is required for HP Serviceguard A.11.20.

2. Edit all of the packages to disable application monitoring (that is, comment out cmappmgr
calls).

3. Reapply the packages.

NOTE: Check that the various cmappmgr services have stopped. Else, stop them.

4. Performs a rolling upgrade on each node.
5. Ensure that all the HP Integrity VM or vPar guest packages are running.

NOTE: The services in the VM or vPar guests will not be running.

6. Update cmappserver in every guest.
7. For each HP Integrity VM or vPar guest package that used VM or vPar guest monitoring, do

the following:
• Halt the package.

• Re-enable all the cmappmgr calls in each package.

• Reapply the package.

• Start the package.
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6 Online VM guest package migration
Online VM Migration (OVMM) enables a running VM guest and its applications to be moved from
one VM Host to another without service interruption. SG IVS toolkit aids OVMM of
VM-as-Serviceguard-package for HP-UX guests.

NOTE: Online guest package migration is applicable only for VM.

OVMM provides minimal application downtime during planned maintenance periods on VM Hosts
and manual workload balancing between VM Hosts, while HP Serviceguard provides protection
against unplanned hardware and software failures. It also protects the guest against unplanned
VM Host hardware and software failures or failure of the VM guest itself. Throughout the migration,
all virtual machine I/O connections to storage and networks remain active.
The cmmovevpkg command performs online migration of virtual machines protected by HP
Serviceguard, with the benefit of minimizing both the planned and unplanned downtime of the
VM guest. In this case, you can migrate VM guests online with minimal interruption during planned
events, while HP Serviceguard protects the virtual machines from unplanned failures during normal
operation.
For example: # cmmovevpkg -v -P slvm1 -h xyzo2

NOTE: SG IVS toolkit does not provide protection during the actual migration process, because
it cannot monitor the VM during that period.

For more information on cmmovevpkg command, see “cmmovevpkg(1m)” manpage.
To perform an online migration of a VM-as-a-Serviceguard-package, run the cmmovevpkg command
that performs the following operations:
1. Disables Serviceguard VM guest package switching. Therefore, disables the monitoring and

failover functions. However, the VM guest continues to run on the source VM Host.
2. Migrates the VM guest to the target VM Host online using the VM migration command used

with appropriate option, automatically invoked by the cmmovevpkg command.
3. Re-enables VM guest package switching. Therefore, HP Serviceguard can monitor and failover

the VM guest.

NOTE:
• The only backing-store types permitted with Online VM migrations include “Whole disk ”and

“Shared LVM logical volumes”. If you plan to use Online VM migration with
VM-as-Serviceguard-packages, you must limit your VM guest configuration to one of these
backing-store types.

• For Integrity VM online migration support, install the “T8718AC” product.

For more information on configuration steps for SLVM and limitations of SLVM, see HP Integrity
Virtual Machines 4.3: Installation, Configuration, and Administration > Migrating VMs That are
Using Logical Volume Backing Stores.
For more information on limitations of Integrity VM on OVMM, see HP Integrity Virtual Machines
4.3: Installation, Configuration, and Administration > Restrictions and Limitations of Online VM
Migration.
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7 Troubleshooting
This section explains some of the problem scenarios that you might encounter while working with
the SG IVS toolkit in a Serviceguard Cluster.

Recommended ActionPossible CauseProblem Scenario

Check the network or DNS
configurations on the VM Host or VM
guest or the SSL setup.

When you start a package, the VM
guest OS is still not up, therefore,
cmappmgr fails to communicate with

If the syslog/package log contains the
following error:
Jul 28 17:26:06 node1 cmappmgr[5654]: 
Could not connect to the node slvm1 the cmappserver on the VM guest.
Connection timed out (errno:238)

If this error occurs continuously, itJul 28 17:26:06 node1 cmappmgr[5654]: 
java.net.ConnectException: Connection might be because there is an issue
timed out (errno:238)

with network or DNS configurations—
- on the VM Host or VM guest or an
-

issue with SSL setup. This is loggedJul 28 17:26:06 node1 cmappmgr[5654]: 
PROGRAM EXIT CODE 1 from the cmappmgr. Therefore, see

the cmappmgr guide for usage and
trouble shooting.

Run cmdeployvpkg command with
—m 0 option.

During the package startup, a
maintenance file is detected in the
package directory.

NOTE: If the maintenance mode is
not disabled and MAINTENANCE
_FLAG is configured to yes, the VM
guest package does not failover to the
other host when the VM guest fails.

If the package log contains the
warning:
<hostname> WARNING: 
Maintenance mode is enabled
 for the package
<hostname> Disable the 
maintenance mode to start 
service monitoring

Restart the package if HP Serviceguard
does not fail over the package.

Unintended failure is found in the VM
guest process. During the service

If the package log contains the error:
Service monitor detected a 
failure in guest <vm_name>. monitor, the particular VM guest

process is not found and the
maintenance mode is not enabled.

Use a chmod command similar to the
following command to provide

Package directory was created by
cmdeployvpkg command with
insufficient permission.

When you run the “# cmapplyconf -P
/etc/cmcluster/hpvm-sg1-g4/hpvm-sg1-g4.conf”
command, the following error is
displayed: Incorrect permissions for

permissions for the package directory
on each of the cluster members:

/etc/cmcluster/hpvm-sg1-g4 (40777). # chmod go-w
/etc/cmcluster/<vm_name>Directory must be executable for

owner, and not writable by group and
others on node hpvm-sg1-h1.

You must set the parameter
HPVMDIOSGPKG=1 in the /etc/

You might have configured a guest
with DIO LAN and want to package
it in the Serviceguard cluster.

# cmapplyconf -P
vpar4pkg.conf failed to validate
/etc/cmcluster/scripts/ rc.config.d/hpvmconf file on all

the cluster nodes, before creating guest
package in the cluster.

mscripts/
master_control_script.sh.
On node node-1, validation of
package vpar4 failed with: Failed to
set application control for vpar4:
hpvmmodify: Cannot set '-j 1
because the guest has at least one
DIO device.
hpvmmodify: Unable to modify the
vPar or VM
ERROR: Set Distributed Control: Failed
to set Distributed 1 on node-1
ERROR: Failed in verify_and_distribute
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Recommended ActionPossible CauseProblem Scenario

ERROR: Failed to validate /etc/
cmcluster/scripts/tkit/vtn/
tkit_module.sh

On node node-2, validation of
package vpar4 failed with: Failed to
set application control for vpar4:
hpvmmodify: Cannot set '-j 1
because the guest has at least one
DIO device. hpvmmodify: Unable to
modify the vPar or VM.
ERROR: Set Distributed Control: Failed
to set Distributed 1 on node-2
ERROR: Failed in verify_and_distribute
ERROR: Failed to validate
/etc/cmcluster/scripts/tkit/vtn/tkit_module.sh
cmapplyconf: Error found in
package file: vpar4pkg.conf.
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8 Limitations
This section lists the limitations of SG IVS toolkit in a Serviceguard Cluster:
• The online package conversion does not add the custom services and configurations, such as

application monitor services, configured for the package created using the HPVM toolkit.
• The cmdeployvpkg command does not add NFS as backing store in the configuration file.

You must manually add it to the configuration file.
• Online VM migration might fail if you run the cmdeployvpkg command on the existing

package to re-configure it.
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9 Support and other resources
Information to collect before contacting HP

Ensure that the following information is available before you contact HP:

• Software product name

• Hardware product model number

• Operating system type and version

• Applicable error message

• Third-party hardware or software

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

How to contact HP
Use the following methods to contact HP technical support:

• In the United States, see the Customer Service / Contact HP United States website for contact
options:
http://welcome.hp.com/country/us/en/contact_us.html

• In the United States, call 1-800-HP-INVENT (1-800-474-6836) to contact HP by telephone.
This service is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. For continuous quality improvement,
conversations might be recorded or monitored.

• In other locations, see the Contact HP Worldwide website for contact options:
http://welcome.hp.com/country/us/en/wwcontact.html

Registering for software technical support and update service
HP Insight software includes one year of 24 x 7 HP Software Technical Support and Update Service.
This service provides access to HP technical resources for assistance in resolving software
implementation or operations problems.
The service also provides access to software updates and reference manuals in electronic form as
they are made available from HP. Customers who purchase an electronic license are eligible for
electronic updates.
With this service, Insight software customers benefit from expedited problem resolution as well as
proactive notification and delivery of software updates. For more information about this service,
see the following website:
http://www.hp.com/services/insight
Registration for this service takes place following online redemption of the license certificate.

How to use your software technical support and update service
After you have registered, you will receive a service contract in the mail containing the Customer
Service phone number and your Service Agreement Identifier (SAID). You need your SAID when
you contact technical support. Using your SAID, you can also go to the Software Update Manager
(SUM) web page at www.hp.com/go/hpsc to view your contract online.

Warranty information
HP will replace defective delivery media for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase. This
warranty applies to all Insight software products.
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HP authorized resellers
For the name of the nearest HP authorized reseller, see the following sources:

• In the United States, see the HP U.S. service locator website:
http://www.hp.com/service_locator

• In other locations, see the Contact HP worldwide website:
http://welcome.hp.com/country/us/en/wwcontact.html

Documentation feedback
HP welcomes your feedback. To make comments and suggestions about product documentation,
send a message to:
docsfeedback@hp.com
Include the document title and manufacturing part number in your message. All submissions become
the property of HP.

Related information
• HP Integrity servers: http://www.hp.com/go/integrity

• HP NonStop servers: http://www.hp.com/go/nonstop

Typographic conventions
This document uses the following typographical conventions:
Book title The title of a book. On the web, this can be a hyperlink to the

book itself.
Command A command name or command phrase, for example ls -a.
Computer output Information displayed by the computer.
Ctrl+x or Ctrl-x A key sequence that indicates you must hold down the keyboard

key labeled Ctrl while you press the letter x.
ENVIRONMENT VARIABLE The name of an environment variable, for example, PATH.
Key The name of a keyboard key. Return and Enter both refer to the

same key.
Term A term or phrase that is defined in the body text of the document,

not in a glossary.
User input Indicates commands and text that you type exactly as shown.
Replaceable The name of a placeholder that you replace with an actual value.
[ ] In command syntax statements, these characters enclose optional

content.
{ } In command syntax statements, these characters enclose required

content.
| The character that separates items in a linear list of choices.
... Indicates that the preceding element can be repeated one or more

times.
WARNING An alert that calls attention to important information that, if not

understood or followed, results in personal injury.
CAUTION An alert that calls attention to important information that, if not

understood or followed, results in data loss, data corruption, or
damage to hardware or software.
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IMPORTANT An alert that calls attention to essential information.
NOTE An alert that contains additional or supplementary information.
TIP An alert that provides helpful information.
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A Sample package configuration file for HP Integrity VM
guest package

This section provides with a sample package configuration file for HP Integrity VM guest package:
# **********************************************************************
# ****** HIGH AVAILABILITY PACKAGE CONFIGURATION FILE (template) *******
# **********************************************************************
# ******* Note: This file MUST be edited before it can be used. ********
# * For complete details about package parameters and how to set them, *
# * consult the Serviceguard manual.
# **********************************************************************

package_name                    slvm1

package_description             "Serviceguard Package"

module_name                     sg/basic
module_version                  1
module_name                     tkit/vtn/vtn
module_version                  1
module_name                     sg/priority
module_version                  1
module_name                     sg/failover
module_version                  1
module_name                     sg/external
module_version                  1
module_name                     sg/service
module_version                  1
module_name                     sg/monitor_subnet
module_version                  1

package_type                    failover

node_name node1
node_name node2

auto_run                        yes

node_fail_fast_enabled          no

run_script_timeout              no_timeout

halt_script_timeout             no_timeout

successor_halt_timeout          no_timeout

script_log_file                 $SGRUN/log/$SG_PACKAGE.log

operation_sequence              $SGCONF/scripts/tkit/vtn/tkit_module.sh
operation_sequence              $SGCONF/scripts/sg/external.sh
operation_sequence              $SGCONF/scripts/sg/service.sh

failover_policy                 configured_node

failback_policy                 manual

dependency_name          hpvm_slvm
dependency_condition     hpvm_slvm = up
dependency_location      same_node

# ********************** VTN TOOLKIT PARAMETERS**********************

tkit/vtn/vtn/TKIT_DIR           /etc/cmcluster/slvm1

tkit/vtn/vtn/MAINTENANCE_FLAG   yes

tkit/vtn/vtn/MONITOR_INTERVAL   30

priority                        no_priority

#VM Service

service_name                    slvm1
service_cmd                     "$SGCONF/scripts/tkit/vtn/tkit_module.sh guest_monitor"
service_restart                 none
service_fail_fast_enabled       no
service_halt_timeout            300

local_lan_failover_allowed      yes

monitored_subnet                15.154.112.0

#Guest Application Monitor

service_name                    ping_mon
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service_cmd                     /usr/sbin/cmappmgr -node slvm1 -cmappserver_timeout 10 -service /apps/ping_mon
service_restart                 none
service_fail_fast_enabled       no
service_halt_timeout            300
~
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Glossary
ADF Attribute definition file
Guest OS Operating system instance installed on the VM
Integrity VM HP Integrity Virtual Machines product
JRE Java Runtime Environment
JSSE Java Secure Socket Extension
LVM Logical Volume Manager
MSE Multi Server Environment
NFS Network File System
OVMM Online Virtual Machine Migration
Package A grouping of application services (individual HP-UX Processes) under Serviceguard
Physical node A single server or nPar (hard partition)
SLVM Shared Logical Volume Manager
SSL Secure Socket Layer
VM Virtual Machine.

Virtual hardware system, implemented with software, representing a collection of virtual hardware
devices.

VM guest A VM and its operating system running on a VM Host
VM Host A physical node on which HP Integrity VM software is installed and VM guest is created.
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